Toxicology studies of a chemical mixture of 25 groundwater contaminants. I. Chemistry development.
As part of an effort to evaluate the toxicology of a chemically defined mixture of 25 frequently detected groundwater contaminants, we report here the formulation and analytical chemistry of this mixture. Many problems were anticipated, including limitation of solubility, chemical interactions, and extreme volatility in the aqueous solution of 25 chemicals. The final technically achievable stock solution was prepared based on EPA survey concentrations of these chemicals in groundwater around hazardous waste disposal sites, their toxicity information, and solubility of the individual compounds in the matrix of the aqueous solution of these 25 chemicals. Because the anticipated animal studies were to be conducted at various laboratories, for ease of handling and maximum stability, the stock solution was stored or shipped as two substock solutions: an organic substock with 18 neat organic chemicals in a glass vial sealed with minimum headspace and an aqueous substock solution with 6 metals of various salt forms and phenol. The concentrations of the solutions were such that direct mixing of the organic and aqueous substocks produced the desired high dose level for the animal experiments. Analyses of all 25 chemicals in the drinking water mixture required six different chromatographic and spectroscopic methods. Some loss of organic volatiles during mixing of the substocks and during the first 24 hr following preparation did occur. However, the concentrations of acetone, phenol, and all the metals remained constant during preparation. Solutions held under simulated animal cage conditions for 96 hr showed losses of the organic volatiles; the majority of which occurred within the first 24 hr. This study shows that it is possible to conduct animal experiments on an aqueous mixture containing 25 groundwater contaminants. Furthermore, a reasonable estimate of intake of individual chemicals can be achieved provided that dosing solutions are prepared fresh at frequent intervals (e.g., 48 to 72 hr) and that comprehensive analyses are carried out.